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,!r . Speaker ,

Sovereic_~nty can arouse deep emotion in this

country . That is to be expected, for sovereignty speaks to
the very identity and character of a people . We Canadians

want to be ourselves . We want to control our own affairs

and take charge of our own destiny . At the same time, we

want to look beyond ourselves and to play a constructive

part in a world corr.iunity that grows more interdependent

every year . We have something to offer and something to

gain in so c'.oin? .

The sovereignty question has concerned this

aoverr.r.ient since we were first sworn in . We have built

national unity, we have strenathened the national econcmy,
because unity and strength are hallmarks of sovereignty, as
they are hallmarks of this government's nolicy and

achievements .

In unity and strength, we have taken action to
increase Canadian ownership of the Canadian petroleum

industry . We have declared a Canadian ownership policy in
respect of foreign investment in the publishing industry .

S•'e have made our own Canadian decisions on controversial
issues of foreign policy - such as tTicaragua and South

Africa . We have passed the Foreian Extraterritorial
Neasures Act to block unacceptable claims of 7uris iction by
foreign governments or courts seeking to-extend their writ

to Canada . We have arrested foreign trawlers poaching in

our fishing zones . We have taken important steps to improve

Canada's defences, notably in bolstering Canadian forces in
Europe and in putting into place a new North Warning System
to protect Canadian sovereignty over our northern airspace .

And we have reconstructed relations with traditional friends
and allies, who have welcomed our renewed unity and strength

and the confidence they generate .
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In c°omestic, policy, in foreign policy, and in
defence policy, this governm ent has aiven Canadian
sovereignty a new impetus within a new maturity . Put much
remains to be done . The voyage of the Polar Sea
demonstrated that Canada, in the past, had not developed the
means to ensure our sovereianty over time . Purina that
voyaae, Canada' s legal claim was fùlly protected, but when
we looked for r_anaib] e ways to exercise our sovereianty, we
found that our cupboard was nearly rare . We obtained from
the United States a formal and explicit assurance that the
voyage of the Polar Sea was without prej ud ice to Canac la' s
legal position . That is an assurance which the aovernment
of the day, in 1 9 69, did not receive for the voyage of the
t'anhattan and of the two United States Coast Guard
icebreakers . For the future, non-prejudicial arrangements
will not be enouch .

The voyage of the Polar Sea has left no trace on
Canada's Arctic waters and no mark on Canada's Prctic
sovereignty . It is i-ehind us, and our concern must be what
lies ahead .

any countries, ir.cludinc the United States and
the Federal Republic of Germany, are actively FreparinQ for
ccr..r..ercial navigation in Arctic waters . Develonments are
acceleratina in ice science, ice technology, and tanker
design . Several major Japanese Fir: .^.s are roving to capture
the market for icerreaking tankers once polar oil and gas
come on stream . Soviet sub rarines are being deployed under
the Arctic ice pack, and the United States t'avv in turn has
identified a need to gain Arctic operational experience to
counter new Soviet deployments .

t :r .. Sneaker ,

The implications for Canada are clear . As the
Western country with by far the greatest frontage on the
Arctic, we must come up to speed in a rance of marine
operations that hear on our capacity 1--o exercise effective
control over the Northwest Passage and our other Arctic
waters .

To this end, I wish to declare to the House the
policy of this aovernnent in respect of Canadian sovereignty
in Arctic waters, and to make a number of announcements as
to how we propose to give expression to that policy .
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Canada is an Arctic nation . The international
ccmmunity has long recocrnized that the Arctic mainland and
islands are a part of Canaea like any other . But the Arctic
is not only a part of Canada . It is part of Canada's
rreatness .

The policy of this covernment is to preserve that
creatness undiminished .

Canada' s sovereignty in the Arctic is
indivisible . It embraces land , sea, and ice . It extends
without interruption to the seaward-facing coasts of the
Arctic islands . These islands are ioined and not divided :hy
the waters between them . They are rridaed for rrost of the
year by ice . From time imer .̂orial Canada's Inuit reople
have used and occupied the ice as they have used and
occupied the land .

The F+olicy of this government is to r+aintain the
natural unity of the Canadian Arctic archipelaço, and to
r.reserve Canada' s sovereignty over iar.d, . sea, and - ice
ndininished and undivided .

That sovereignty has long been upheld by Canada .
ro previous aovernment, however, has de_`ined its precise
limits or delineated Canada's internal waters and
territorial sea in the Arctic . This aovernment proposes to
do so . An order in council establishing straight baselines
around the outer perimeter of the Canadian Arctic
archipelago has been signed today, and will come into effect
on January 1, 1986 . These baselines define the outer limit
of Canada's historic internal waters . Canada's territorial

waters extend 12 miles seaward of the baselines .TVhile the
Territorial Sea and F ishinç Zcnes Act requires E0 days'
notice only for the establishment of fisheries limits, we
consider that prior notice should also be aiven for this
important step of establishing straight baselines .

Canada enjoys the same undisputed jurisdiction
over its continental margin and 2C0-mile fishing zone in the
Arctic as elsewhere . To protect the unique ecological
balance of the regicn, Canada also exercises jurisdiction
over a 100-mile pollution prevention zone in the Arctic
waters . This tco has been recoanized by the international
ccmmunity, through a special provision in the United Mations
Convention on the Law of the Sea .
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No previous government, hokever,* has extended the
application of Canadian civil and criminal law to offshore
areas, in the Arctic and elsewhere . This aovernment will,do
so . To this end, we shall give priority to the early
adoption of a Canadian Laws Offshore AFplicaticn Act .

The exercise of functional jurisdiction in Arctic
waters is essential to Canadian interests . But it can never
serve as a substitute for the exercise of Canac'a's full
sovereignty over the waters of the Arctic archipelavo . Only
full sovereignty protects the full range of Canada's
interests . This full sovereignty is vital to Canada's
security . It is vital to Canada's Inuit people . And it is
vital even to Canada' s nationhooc' .

The policy of this c-overnnent is to exercise
Canada' s full sovereignty in and over the waters of the
Arctic archipelago . We will accept no substitutes .

The policy of this coverr.ment is also to er.coura c_ e
the develoFr.,ent of naviaatien ir. Canada's Arctic waters .
oir coal is to ma'r.e the Forthwest Passaae a reality for
Canadian and foreign shipping, as a Canadian waterwa v_ .
:âvigation, however, will be subject to the controls and
other measures required for Canada' s security, for the
preservation of the environment, and for the welfare of the
Inuit and other inharitants of the Canadian Arctic .

In due course, the c_overnment will announce the
further steps it is taking to implement these policies, and
especially to provide r-ore extensive marine support
services, to strengthen req ulatory structures, and to
reinforce the necessary means of control . I an announcing
today that the aovern.nent has decided to construct a Polar
Class 8 icebreaker . The Ninisters of :*ational Defence and
Transport will shortly bring to Cabinet recor.r.~en0ations with
recard to design and construction plans . The costs are very
high, in the order of half a billion dollars . But this ~
government is not about to conclude that Canada cannot
afford the Arctic . Veanwhile, we are taking ir*r.ediate steps
to increase surveillance overflights of our Arctic waters by
Canadian Forces aircraft . In addition, we are now nakina
plans for naval activity in eastern Arctic waters in 1986 .
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Canada is a strong and responsible member of the
international comnunity . Our strength and our
resnonsirility t*ake us all the nore~aware of the need for
cooperation with other countries, and especially with our
friends and allies . Cooperation is necessary not only in
defence of our own interests but in defence of the cor^rr+on
ir.terests cf the internatienal comrr.unity . Cooperation adds
to our strength and in no way diminishes our severeignty .

The policy of this government is to offer its
cooperation to its friends and allies, and to seek their
cooperation in return .

We are prepared to explore with the United States
all neans of cocperation that might prorote the respective
interests of both countries, as Arctic friends, neighrours,
and allies, in the Arctic waters of Canada and Alaska .
The United States has been rade aware that Canada wishes to
open talks on this matter in the near future . Any
cocFeration with the United States, or with other Arctic
nations, shall only be on the rasis of full respect for
Canada's sovereignty . That tco has been made clear .

In 1970, the govPrnment of the day barred • the
International Court of Justice from hearing disputes that
night arise concerning the jurisdiction exercised by Canada
for the prevention of pollution in Arctic waters .

This covernment will remove that bar . Indeed, we
have today notified the Secretary General of the United
:'aticns that Canada is withdrawinc the 19 70 reservation to
its acceptance of the compulsory j urisdiction of the ;Iorld
Court .

The Arctic is a heritage for the people of
Canada . They are deternined to keep their heritage entire .

The policy of this ' covernment is to give full
expression to that determination .

We challenge no established rights, for none have
been established except by Canada . We set no precedent for
other areas, for no other area compares with the Canadian
Arctic archipelago . We are confident in our positien . We
believe in the rule of law in international relations . We
shall act in accordance with our confidence and belief, as
we are doing today in withdrawing the 1970 reservation to
Canada' s acceptance of the compulsory jurisdiction of the
1^orld Court . We are prepared to uphold our position in that
Court, if necessary, and to have it freely and fully judged
th e re .
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In summary, ttr . Speaker, these are the measures we
are announcing today :

1. ir.anediate adoption of an order in council
estarlishir.a straight baselines arcund the Arctic
archipelano, to be effective January 1, 1986 ;

2 . imnediate adoption of a Canadian Laws Offshore
Arrlicaticn Act ;

3 . immediate talks with the Vnited States on
cooneration in Arctic waters, on the basis of full
respect for Canadian sovereignty ;

4 . an irrQnediate increase of surveillance overFlights
of our Arctic waters by aircraft of the Canadiari
Forces, and iirr.iediate planning for Canadian naval
activity in the Eastern Psctic in 19 CC ;

C th ie minediate withdrawal of the 1970 reservatio n
to Canada' s acceptance of the cor.tFulscry
jurisdiction of the International Court of
Justice ; and

E . construction of a Polar Class 8 icehreaker and
urgent consideration of other means of exercising
more effective control over our Arctic waters .

TYiese are the measures we can take immediately .
We know, however, that a long-term corr,iitment is required .
We are making that commitment today .
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